We have shown theoretically that the electron mobility in wurtzite AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructures can be enhanced by compensating the built-in electric field with the externally applied perpendicular electric field and by introducing a shallow In x Ga 1-x N channel in the center of GaN potential well. It was found that two-to fivefold increase of the room temperature electron mobility can be achieved. The tuning of the electron mobility with the external electric field or In x Ga 1-x N channel can be useful for the design of GaN-based fieldeffect transistors and optoelectronic devices.
Introduction
The electron mobility in polar semiconductors at room temperature is limited by the electron -phonon scattering [1] . The strength of the electron -phonon interaction in semiconductor nano-and heterostructures depends on the electron wave function and energy spectrum as well as on the optical and acoustic phonon dispersion. By changing geometry and material parameters of heterostructures one can affect both the carrier and phonon spectrum. Controlled modification of the electron spectrum is conventionally referred to as electron band-structure engineering [1] while tuning the phonon modes has been termed as phonon engineering [2] .
In this paper we show that the electron mobility can be enhanced in heterostructures made of wurtzite AlGaN/GaN/AlGaN semiconductors via (i) adjustment of their built-in electric field, and (ii) via introduction of the narrow InGaN channel, also refereed to as nanogroove, in the center of GaN quantum well with a small Indium (In) content. Depending on the electron concentration, applied field and In content, the mobility can manifest rather unexpected non-monotonic character. This finding and the prospect of the room-temperature mobility enhancement can potentially influence the design of the GaN-based optoelectronic devices or high-power field-effect transistors. Indeed, the reduced scattering may lead to faster devices and better thermal management of GaN transistors [3] .
Theoretical Model
We consider two types of wurtzite heterostructures: AlN/GaN/AlN (3 nm/ 6 nm/ 3 nm) and AlN/GaN/In x Ga 1-x N/GaN/AlN (3 nm/ 3 nm/ 2 nm/ 3nm/ 3nm). To account for the inter-subband transitions in QWs we derived the system of two integral equations for the electron kinetic relaxation times. This system is the extension of the Boltzmann transport equation introduced in the convenient form in Ref. [4] . The system of two integral equations has been modified to include the phonon dispersion. The modified equations, derived under the assumption of a spherical electron Brillouin zone, are written as [5] [6] 
where n=1, 2. In Equation (1) ()
is the probability of a transition of the electron -phonon system from the state  with energy E  to the state   with the energy '
,  is the electron energy, q is the phonon wave vector, p  and ' p  are the electron momentum in the initial and final states,  is the polarization index (quantum number) of the confined and interface optical phonon branches, 1 ()  is the kinetic relaxation time of an electron with energy  in the first (ground) subband, which includes electron transitions within the fist subband (11) and transitions from the first to the second subband (12), 2 ()  is the kinetic relaxation time of an electron in the second subband, which includes transitions from the second to the first subband (21) and the transitions within the second subband (22).
The electron mobility was calculated using the expression 
where e is the electron charge and ,n m  is the effective electron mass, averaged by electron wave functions of n-th energy level (see for details Ref. [7] ). Note that Equation (2) takes into account both the intra-subband and inter-subband transitions. To solve Equation (1) 
). The calculated relaxation times were plugged into Equation (2) to obtain the mobility.
Results and Discussion
The external electric field applied perpendicular to heterostructure cladding layers) this matrix element increases mostly due to the w.f. The dependence of the electron mobility on the resulting electric field is shown in Figure 1 . With increasing F the energy gap between subbands widens and the intra-subband scattering becomes the only scattering mechanism. The effect of the uncompensated field F≠0 is two-fold. From one side, the field reduces inter-subband scattering (12), but enhances intra-subband scattering (11). Weakening of the inter-subband transitions leads even to a moderate growth of  and appearance of a maximum near F~700 kV/cm for both considered temperatures. Note that the electron mobility calculated taking into account the intra-subband scattering only monotonically enhances with decreasing of F due to decreasing of the matrix element M 11 (corresponding curves are shown in is explained by the enhanced inter-subband scattering due to the proximity of stronger wave function localization), and weakening of the electron interaction with the AlN/GaN interface phonon modes owing to the w.f. shift to the QW center. At the same time, the electron interaction with the confined optical phonons starts to grow due to the increase of the electron density in the middle of QW. The interplay of these trends results in a achieving a maximum mobility for x in the range 0.045-0.055. For
x 
, the mechanisms, which led to the mobility enhancement (weakening of the inter-subband transitions and suppression of the electron -interface optical phonon scattering) become less effective while increased localization of the electron w.f. results in growing strength of the electron interaction with confined optical phonons. The latter explains the mobility reduction for x>0.055. In Figure 1 (b) we also show the electron mobility (dotted curve), which was calculated assuming the intra-subband (11) scattering only, and by completely neglecting 12 and 22 scattering transitions. As one can see, this curve strongly differs from the mobility calculated with all relevant scattering mechanisms (solid curve). This confirms that in the considered heterostructures the inter-subband electron transitions play an important role. The results presented in Figure 1 indicate that room temperature electron mobility is enhanced by a factor of ~ 2 for AlN/GaN/AlN heterostructure with the compensated electric field (with the initial built-in field between 2000-4000 KV/cm) and by a factor of ~ 5 for AlN/GaN/In 0.05 Ga 0.95 N/GaN/AlN heterostructure in comparison with generic heterostructure without In 0.05 Ga 0.95 N nanogroove.
Conclusions
We have shown that the electron mobility in wurtzite GaN-based heterostructures with strong built-in electric field can be enhanced by compensating the built-in field with the external perpendicular electric field or by introduction the narrow In x Ga 1-x N nanogroove in the middle of the GaN potential well with a small Indium content (2-5 %). The non-monotonic dependence of the mobility on the electric field and Indium content is explained by the interplay of the intra-and intersubband scattering processes. The predicted effects can be used for engineering the electronic properties of wurtzite GaNbased nanostructures.
